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RxMedic® and Health Business Systems
Sign Preferred Business Partner Agreement
RALEIGH, NC - RxMedic Systems, a leading manufacturer of automated dispensing
solutions for pharmacies, and Health Business Systems (HBS), a market leader in
pharmacy software systems, today announced the signing of a preferred business
partner agreement.
With the agreement, pharmacies using HBS’ RxAXIS® pharmacy software system can
connect directly to RxMedic’s latest dispensing technology, including its ADS robot,
enabling pharmacies to be more accurate, productive, and profitable.
“HBS works to provide our clients with the best options the industry has to offer,” said
HBS’ Director of Implementation & Sales, Martin G. Spellman. “RxMedic’s automated
dispensing solutions offer our customers fast, accurate and unique dispensing
technology, and we’re looking forward to partnering with them.”
“We share HBS’ dedication to the customer,” said David Williams, RxMedic’s vice
president. “Our automated dispensing solutions will now be able to work hand-in-hand
with their pharmacy management system to enhance pharmacy workflow efficiency.”
About Health Business Systems
HBS’ suite of product and service offerings is geared toward pharmacy practice
management, and provides solutions for retail pharmacy (independent and chain). The
company was founded in 1981 and is headquartered in Warminster, Pennsylvania. For
more information, please visit http://www.HBSRx.com.
About RxMedic Systems
RxMedic provides advanced automated dispensing technology to pharmacies. Its
unique photo verification process provides pharmacies with documentation of every
prescription.

RxMedic’s ADS™ robotic solution can process the bulk of a pharmacy’s daily prescription
volume including counting, labeling, verifying, capping and stored documentation.
The RxMedic ACS™ counting solution provides fast, accurate automated dispensing for
pharmacies that may not need a robot or want a more flexible configuration.
Both products are backed by nationwide on-site service. For more information about
RxMedic and its products, visit http://www.rxmedic.com or call Will Humphries at
800.882.3819.

